Annual Report
2019-2020
ABOUT US
Technovation[MN] inspires and empowers girls to leverage technology to make an
impact on their communities. We provide free curriculum, mentor guidance, educational resources, and encouragement for girls ages 10-18. Our Technovation Girls and
Amazon’s Alexa Skills Challenge: Life Hacks programs benefit beginner to advanced
computer science students, and with the development of business cases and pitches,

have attracted and successfully engaged girls who have periphery interest in STEM.
We are here to bring technology and entrepreneurial programs to girls to spark interest, build technical and entrepreneurial knowledge, and develop confidence.

MESSAGE FROM CO-FOUNDER SHAWN STAVSETH
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She believed she could so she did.
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Girls will prevail when united around a
purpose. This year nearly 200 brave girls
and their mentors worked to make the
world a better place by building technology innovations that addressed feeding
the hungry, protecting the earth,
and curing the
sick. We were
surrounded by so
much optimism, it
could not be ignored. Perhaps
we can learn from them. It became very
clear that our work, our ability to inspire
girls to pursue their technology innovations, is needed now more than ever. We
need all populations participating in innovation so that we can create a brighter

This year we proved that our organization is resilient and sustainable. Our programs are online, our financials sound
and our teams are dedicated. Although
we had to cancel, Appapalooza, our annual celebratory
event, we have
much to celebrate including
the hiring of Lisa
Schlosser, our
new Executive
Director.
I am full of gratitude and am so very
thankful for all who helped build this
organization.
Sincerely, Shawn Stavseth
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• Strategic partner—Cargill,
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• Why Technovation[MN]
matters—Meet Payton Maas,
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LETTER FROM
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Friends,

OUR CALENDAR
The Technovation[MN] season follows the school year, starting with Alexa Challenge in October, the
Technovation Challenge in March, and finishing with the celebratory Appapalooza event in May.

I am so grateful to be presenting
Technovation[MN]’s first annual
report. Appointed the Executive
Director in October 2019, I am still
learning and growing into my role
and enjoying it immensely. I had no
idea how much things would change
for our communities because of the
pandemic. On one hand, because
our program is about technology,
we were well prepared for an online
exclusive presence. On the other
hand, our beloved celebratory
event, Appapalooza 2020 had to be
canceled.
While we can be sad for those
things that COVID-19 have taken
away from us, we should also be
looking at the opportunity before
us. We are preparing for a future
that will look different and be better
than what we are used to. Diverse
teams look at problems in new
ways. They challenge each other.
They push boundaries. Designing for
the marginalized removes unnecessary obstacles in everyday life,
making life better and easier for
everyone. These times have proven
how important technology is to our
life. Girls deserve to be inspired, to
be given the tools to succeed. Our
communities benefit. We all benefit.
Technovation[MN] continues to be
an important support and educating
environment for girls. I am grateful
for the support of our sponsors and
donors, our board of directors, and
our volunteers. I hope you enjoy
reading about the success of Technovation[MN]. Peace, Safety, Good
Health.
Lisa Schlosser
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Our vision is to change the demographic landscape in technology fields by
fostering entrepreneurship in girls across Minnesota.

ENGAGEMENT BY THE NUMBERS
Technovation[MN] has grown tremendously since its start in 2014. With an over
90% completion rate in the Technovation
Girls challenge (i.e. the number of teams
that complete the program after initial
registration), Technovation[MN] has a recipe for success in matching mentors and
teams for effective outcomes. While the
season started with all goals for participation being met or exceeded, including over
100 teams and 350 girls, because of quarantine, the rate of completion was lower
than in past years. Given school closures,
Technovation[MN] provided a means for
distant learning during these trying times.

We are grateful to our mentors, who were
often working full time from home, taking
care of family members, and still keeping
their teams focused and motivated.
Congratulations to the girls that were able
to overcome distance learning and complete the challenge!

SPARK SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
For the second year, Technovation[MN] presented scholarships to the alumni of the program to support them in their
pursuit of STEM related experiences, training, and equipment. We congratulate the 2020 winners.

Junior Division Winners:

Shreya Donthi
Friedell Middle School, Rochester

Srina Lakkundi
St. Paul Academy and Summit School

Tegan McCarthy
Richfield Middle School, Richfield

The mission of Technovation[MN] is to inspire
and empower girls to leverage technology to
make an impact on their communities.
“One of the main things I learned about myself is that I
have so much more than I thought I had to share with
the community.”
– Kellogg Middle School, 7th Grade Student

Parkview Center School, Roseville

Senior Division Winners

Ridwan Abdi
Como Park Senior High, St Paul

ALEXA SKILLS CHALLENGE
The Amazon Alexa Skills Challenge
involves writing skills for Amazon’s
Echo devices. Teams of girls develop Alexa Life Hacks that solve everyday problems. They write code in
multiple professional coding lan-

Molly Russell

guages that run in the cloud and
are used by anyone with an Alexaenabled device.
This is the second year Technovation[MN] partnered with Amazon
for the Alexa Skills Challenge.
Three teams and eight girls completed the challenge. Each team
and their families were also treated to a tour of the Amazon facility
in Shakopee and a reception at the
Amazon office in Minneapolis.

Payton Maas
Stewartville High School, Stewartville

Lucy Rubin
John Marshall High School, Rochester

Prapthi Jayesh Sirrkay
Eagan High School, Eagan

Eleanor Sprinthall
Eagan High School, Eagan
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SHAWN STAVSETH—
CO-FOUNDER
TECHNOVATION[MN]
I started Technovation[MN] because I wanted to spark a fire
within her. I wanted her to see
that her ideas are good; that she's
worth it; that she has every ability
to make a positive impact on her
life and the lives of others. I wanted her to see that technology is a
tool to get her ideas out to the
world and that she can make the
world more beautiful, healthier,
safer and even more peaceful. I
wanted her to know that there is
a community that will support
her and that the world is in dire
need of her voice, her thinking,
her innovations. They are waiting
for her.

CARGILL SUPPORTS GIRLS IN TECH
Technovation[MN] teamed with the
Cargill Foundation receiving a two-year
grant and exceptional employee engagement to share their time and expertise to mentor girls in the Twin Cities.
“At Cargill we believe innovation not
only will enable us to nourish the world
in a safe, responsible and sustainable
way, but it will also help us close the
opportunity gap for children in the Twin
Cities,” said Michelle Grogg, Vice President of Corporate Responsibility at Cargill and Executive Director of the Cargill
Foundation. “We are proud to partner
with organizations like Technovation
[MN], who use technology and innovation to empower young women, and
solve real problems in the communities
in which we live.”

The Cargill Foundation sees a direct link
between providing Minnesota’s youth
equitable access to education as a pathway to prosperous careers and delivering innovative solutions to the world.
Technovation[MN] believes everyone
should have access and encouragement
to succeed in our tech-driven world.
Science and technology are two major
keys to making the planet of tomorrow
a better, more sustainable place. Together, with the continued support and
investment in STEM programs we help
equip the next generation to lead the
way forward.

“I wish to create a community in which young women of color do not feel discouraged by science and technology and can instead begin to embrace it.”
– Eagan High School, 11th Grade Student

REMEMBERING
CO-FOUNDER TECHNOVATION[MN] -

DIVERSITY METRICS

REBECCA SCHATZ

Technovation[MN] is committed to inspiring girls to contribute to their communities
through technology and entrepreneurship programs. While already focused on girls,
an underrepresented group in technology, Technovation[MN] is digging deeper to
provide opportunities
for girls of color and
is expanding its work
with Code Savvy to
provide programs
specifically focused
on schools with high
populations of students of color.

Rebecca was an inspiration to
thousands of Minnesota youth
through her work as founder of
Code Savvy and The Works Museum. She believed strongly in
enabling young people to explore
engineering, science and coding
with hands-on experiences, using
their imaginations then turning
their ideas into real-world applications for digital devices. Rebecca’s skills not only involved building systems but also engaging
others, young and old, to participate in the process. Thank you for
your vision, passion, and drive in
enabling youth in Minnesota.
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These metrics represent the student
population of all
schools participating
in the 2019-2020
Technovation[MN]
season.

U.S. BANK OPENING DOORS TO FUTURE EXECUTIVES
For the past four years, U.S. Bank has
partnered with Technovation[MN] to
introduce girls to technology and entrepreneurial careers. The U.S. Bank Challenge, invites teams of girls to submit
their mobile application ideas that incorporate one or more of the U.S. Bank
Community Pillars. Those pillars include

•

Work: Workforce Education, Economic Prosperity, Entrepreneurship
and Financial Literacy

•

Home: Neighborhood Stability &
Revitalization

they will never forget.
Says Ashley Chen, then a sophomore at
Eagan High School, about last year’s experience, “At first, I felt intimidated, however, when my team and I went, I was
thankful for the encouragement that we
received – all of the executives were
really respectful. In addition, when each
group was demoing their apps, they
seemed genuinely interested. Having
someone with so much experience and
influence give valuable comments and
support was really inspiring.”

•

Play: Arts, Culture and Recreation
We look forward to continuing our partnership with U.S. Bank and enabling these
For the 2020 season, six teams were
chosen and given the opportunity to pitch boardroom pitches in the future.
their mobile app and business case to U.S.
Bank executives in the U.S. Bank office
boardroom. Unfortunately, quarantine
required that the live pitch event be canceled.
While this event often causes first-time
jitters for the presenters, it leaves both
the girls and the executives an experience

Photo by Justin Yunke of U.S. Bank

“Given my Technovation[MN] experiences, now I clearly see technology
as a tool that can be used to overcome, support, promote, and resolve a
variety of social issues.”

SOUTHEAST MINNESOTA—
ENGAGING GIRLS IN TECHNOLOGY
Technovation[MN] goes beyond the Twin Cities
Metro area with 25% of girls served from
Southeast Minnesota (SE-MN).
In 2015, a regional planning committee of employees from Preventice Solutions, Mayo Clinic,
IBM, and the Rochester Area Math Science
Partnership purposefully reached out to the
Rochester area’s chapter of the Black Data
Processing Associates (BDPA). As a result, they
sponsored and helped recruit mentors for the
first Technovation[MN] SE-MN team. This was
the beginning of a strong Technovation[MN]
program to serve girls in this area.
Since then, the participation in Technovation
[MN] in SE-MN has grown. Technovation Girls
global awards, MN Cup awards, and board room
presentations at U.S. Bank have been won by
teams from this area, some awards resulting in
prize money for teams to advance their mobile
application ideas.
In addition, this area partners with local nonprofits to help the girls’ teams connect with
local communities for app ideas through the
“Kickoff with the Community’” event.
Engaged local leaders, passion for inspiring
technology and entrepreneurship in girls, and
connecting to the local community has made
this area of Technovation[MN] in Minnesota
exceptionally strong.

– St Paul Academy and Summit School, 7th Grade Student
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
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Its About the Girls—Meet Payton Maas
What sparked your first interest in app
development?
I have always been intrigued by Shark Tank,
wanting to find a hole in the market that I could
fill with a brilliant and crazy popular app like
Flappy Bird. Without coding classes in the
Stewartville School District, the internet became my mentor. I saw an
advertisement in the Rochester Community Ed Bulletin
calling for ambitious young
women wanting to make a
change in their communities
through developing a mobile
application. That was it. I was
in.

the Dyslexia Institute of Minnesota. The app
screens second graders for learning disabilities,
with three simple tests in three minutes, adhering to standardized hearing and vision tests.
In my fourth year, Tech200 competed in the
Alexa Challenge to create an Alexa Skill. We
used Java to build “Rate My Day” and pitched it

Yes, I was selected to be a Student Ambassador for Technovation. I was part of a 200-girl
global team. I Skyped monthly
with girls from India, Romania,
and Kyrgyzstan, many of which I
am connected.

My first year, I was learning
the basics of the Technovation program. My team,
DAUQSquad, completed our
first application, developed a
business plan, market analysis, formal slideshow, and our
first-ever live pitch to REAL
investors. I can still remember
the jitters, but more notably
the white note cards becoming quite malleable in my
hands because of the sweat, a
key factor as to why I memorized my pitch the next year.

My third year, Tech200 developed the beautiful
application, 3D Dyslexia Scan, partnering with

I was inspired to expand the Stewartville program with the encouragement of my physical
science teacher, Ms. Manion. By creating TEC
(Technology, Entrepreneurship, and Coding)
Club, we were able to open tech
and entrepreneur lessons to
young boys and girls. The school
board approved our pitch in
December 2019. TEC Club has 33
student members. I mentored 6
girl teams and 5 mixed teams.
Technovation[MN] enabled a
global experience for you as
well?

Tell us about your experiences over the five years in
Technovation[MN].

In my second year, finding a new team led to
the first step in starting the Stewartville Technovation Chapter. Our Tech200 team pitched
“Triage Translator” which provided a tool to
bridge the language barrier in emergency
medical situations. You can find the app on the
Google Play Store.

Your experience in Technovation[MN] inspired you to go beyond mobile apps. Tell us
more.

What do you hope your legacy
will be as you move past high
school?

at Amazon HQ in Minneapolis. Rate My Day
records your happiness and productivity for the
day and then shows you what days of the week
and month you are most productive so you can
schedule your life more effectively. My team
also mentored a middle school team.
In my final year, our CASP Technologies team
created Operation Serenity, a mobile application to reduce anxiety in children pre-surgery.

I would like to pass on my entrepreneurial spirit to the younger
students and I believe TEC Club
will fill that void perfectly. Creating TEC Club is the most rewarding project I have done so far. I
am a catalyst for innovation while inspiring and
supporting others to follow suit.
What is next for you?
Technovation[MN] has given me the business
confidence to excel in the real world. Next year
I will be continuing my education at the University of St. Thomas and majoring in Entrepreneurship. Thank you, Technovation[MN]!
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Laurie Aaronson
STEM Builders Learning
Center

Haley Barton
Best Buy

Maha Brausch
Affinity Plus

Emily Brenner
Preventice Solutions

Patty Clancy
IBM

Anna Dehn
Mentormate

Tea Dejanovic
Perficient

Ann Dixon
Securian

Anjali Donthi
Student Ambassador

Marie Gottschalk
Code Savvy

Alex Llamas
Entrust Datacard

Christina Llamas
Technovation[MN]

Kathryn Nordhagen
Cargill

Eri O’Diah
Collective.ly Digital

Maria Ploessl
Minnestar

Elli Rader
West Monroe Partners

Lisa Schlosser
Technovation[MN] Executive Director

Nivedita Singh
General Mills

Shawn Stavseth
Cargill
Technovation[MN]
Founder

Amy Ward
FoodsBy

Jean Weiss
Code Savvy, Executive
Director

Eve Poeschl
Mentormate

Barrett Turnoy
Collins Aerospace

2019—2020 Board of Directors

Alex Aavang
Optum

Karen Winkler
U.S. Bank

TECHNOVATION[MN] GIRLS WIN AWARDS
Seven Technovation[MN] teams were named semi-finalists in the
Technovation Girls Challenge this season. Congratulations to the
following teams, #WeAre (Thanishka Shetty, Ruhi Malgi, Kairavi
Chandra, Molly Russell), Fantabulous (Esther Anderson, Madison
Hinton, Clara Gaw, Eleanor Hallman, Ava Bleifuss), Me 2.0 (Lillian
Hanson, Josie Koenigs, Elizabeth Schieffelbein), CASP Technologies (Anjali Donthi, Sarah Bulur, Caitlin McWilliams, Payton Maas),
Bin There (Anushka Kollengode, Nandini Iyer, Saumya Dubey),
and Team Orchids (Zoey Chen, Vidushi Kandimalla, Maggie Hu,
Kirthi Manivannan). These girls were the elite in a global competition that included 1520 teams, 5400 girls and 62 countries!

The National Center for Women in Computing (NCWIT) recognizes young women at the high-school level for computing-related
achievements and interests through their Aspirations in Computing Award. Award recipients are selected for their computing
and IT aptitude, leadership ability, academic history, and plans for
post-secondary education. In 2020, Technovation[MN] had seven
alumni of the program win the award including Sarah Ali and
Claire Jensen—South HS. Abigail Kunkle—Roseville HS, Sofie
Shand—Edina HS, Freya Ebbeson—Open World Learning, Alexandra Rauer—Roseville HS, and Margaret Sebasian—Visitation.

Target Women in Science & Technology (TWIST) is an organizaTechnovation[MN] girls’ teams often go on to win other technolo- tion within Target Corporation that honors 25 Twin Cities area
gy and entrepreneurial awards through partner organizations
high school girls with the TWIST EPIC Award for their dedication
throughout Minnesota.
to STEM. These young women demonstrate engagement, passion, innovation, and curiosity (EPIC) and TWIST encourages them
MN Cup is a community-led, public-private partnership that
to continue pursuing the STEM path. Technovation[MN] alumni
brings together corporations, VCs, foundations, government and made up 20% of the 2019 awards including Elise Buzzell—Henry
skilled volunteers to support Minnesota’s entrepreneurs to launch Sibley HS, Anjali Donthi—Century HS Rochester, Olasubomi Omand accelerate the development of their new ventures. Two
oyeni—Hill -Murray HS, Margaret Sebasian—Visitation School, and
Technovation[MN] teams from Southeast Minnesota made the
Sofie Shand—Edina HS.
semi-finals of the 2020 MN Cup competition, Team Abloom Kylie Meng-Lin—Century HS, Uma Ashrani—Mayo HS, and Nicole Congratulations to these amazing girls and thank you to these
partner organizations. We are stronger together!
Alexandru—John Marshall HS and Team CASP Technologies Anjali Donthi—Century HS, Sarah Bulur—Century HS, Caitlin
McWilliams—Century HS, and Payton Maas—Stewartville HS.

TECHNOVATION[MN] IS A CODE SAVVY PROGRAM

Technovation[MN]
P.O. Box 16628
St Louis Park, MN 55416
girlscode@technovation.org
Technovationmn.org
Code Savvy
codesavvy.org

Code Savvy is a Minnesota non-profit
organization helping kids and educators
become more “code savvy” through
creative educational programs and services. Code Savvy incubates and supports community-based programs that
bring technology and know-how to local
youth and educators, all the while
championing gender and ethnic diversity. Code Savvy is dedicated to ensuring
the next generation of computer science professionals is representative of
the billions of users of tomorrow’s innovative technologies.

Code Savvy is a central resource for
local advocates and champions for the
advancement of youth computer science. Through its connections and vi-

sion, it activates programs and services
that give real-world coding experience
to kids who represent backgrounds
traditionally underrepresented in computer science.

